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Giulia Melchiorre, Peter Connick, Stuana Colville, Suvankar Pal, Thomas H. Bak

1. Introduction

The Edinburgh Motor Assessment (EMAS) was introduced in 2013 at the Anne Rowling Clinic in Edinburgh as a brief motor screening tool to assess motor dysfunction in dementia patients. It consists of 33 items, which are rated on a scale of 0 (no impairment) to 3 (significant impairment), and assigned to 1 of 4 motor domains (extrapyramidal, amyotrophic, cerebellar, or complex). EMAS is scored out of 99 points and on the basis of the distribution of data in normal controls an abnormal score is defined as a score higher than 14. On average EMAS takes 6 min to complete in clinical practice, and it has been carried out for 226 patients.

2. Why we need EMAS

(a) Specialist consultants provide information on motor performance significantly more often than GPs and other doctors (χ²(1)=6.36, p=0.012) (n=99).

(b) In ~50% of cases where the referral letter indicated no motor impairment, there was significant motor impairment according to EMAS (score > 14). Note that all EMAS were carried out within 6 months of the referral (n=48).

3. Validation of EMAS

1. Do the 33 items measure the same underlying construct, i.e. motor ability?

Internal consistency was assessed using all EMASes (n=364)

Cronbach’s α = 0.92

2. How good is the agreement between raters?

Interrater reliability was assessed using scores from two different raters (n=91) for each item & the total EMAS score

For items: average krippendorff’s α = 0.62

For EMAS total score: p = 0.911**

4. Dimensionality of EMAS

(a) Principal axis factor analysis on all 364 EMASes

(b) Principal axis factor analysis after removing 31 items with poor correlation or high loadings on other factors

4.1. Item communalities

4.2. Eigenvalues

4.3. Factor loadings

4.4. Factor communalities

Item communalities are presented in Table 2.

We compared performance on EMAS between patients diagnosed with mild cognitive impairment (MCI), Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and the three variants of frontotemporal dementia (FTD):

Motor profiles for diagnostic groups

5. Comparison of motor performance

We compared performance on EMAS between patients diagnosed with mild cognitive impairment (MCI), Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and the three variants of frontotemporal dementia (FTD): Motor FTD patients have a significantly higher mean score compared to all other diagnostic groups (Kruskal Wallis χ²(4)=23.03, p<0.001). **significant at p < 0.01, all error bars are SEM.

6. Conclusions

1. There is much need for EMAS in clinic practice

2. EMAS appears to be a reliable tool with a valid multidimensional format

3. Motor impairments occur in patients with Alzheimer’s disease and frontotemporal dementias, but they do not appear to be diagnosis-specific
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